New e-book anthology of Sherlock Holmes stories pioneers simpler way for readers to find
e-books
Further Exploits of Sherlock Holmes, will be published on 1st July 2016 by Sparkling Books,
as an e-book. The authors are established Sherlock Holmes authorities: David Stuart Davies
and Matthew Booth.

About the book:
This exciting anthology brings together the work of two much admired Sherlock Holmes
writers. In these stories Holmes and Watson are engaged in daring exploits applying their
razor-sharp intelligence in new cases.
By David Stuart Davies:
The Reichenbach Secret
The Adventure of the Brewer’s Son
The Secret of the Dead
Murder at Tragere House
By Matthew Booth:
The Dragon of Lea Lane
The Fairmont Confession
The Mornington Scream
The Riddle of Satan’s Tooth
The Tragedy of Saxon’s Gate
The Verse of Death
ISBN: 978-1-907230-61-5

Available only as an e-book, price US$6.99, €5.99, £4.99

About the authors:
David Stuart Davies:
David Stuart Davies is the author of seven novels featuring Sherlock Holmes as well as several
non-fiction books about the Baker Street detective including the movie volume Starring
Sherlock Holmes. Other crime/mystery novels include A Taste for Blood.
David is the general contributing editor for Wordsworth Editions Mystery & Supernatural
series and a major contributor of introductions to the Collectors’ Library classic editions.
Matthew Booth:

Matthew Booth is the author of Sherlock Holmes and the Giant’s Hand and a scriptwriter for
the American radio network Imagination Theatre, syndicated by Jim French Productions,
contributing particularly to their series: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Matthew
is an author in the MX Publishing Undershaw Preservation project and has contributed to their
anthologies of new Sherlock Holmes stories.
Reviewers said:
“I enjoyed reading them all but especially The Reichenbach Secret. Also a young Holmes in
The Secret of the Dead. Would recommend to fans of Holmes. Look forward to reading them
again.” GoodReads reviewer
More information at http://bit.ly/28Wz1kK or www.sparklingbooks.com
Pioneering a simpler way for readers to find e-books
Sparkling Books has pioneered a simpler way for readers to find e-book titles. On its website –
www.sparklingbooks.com – every e-book has direct links to store pages for:
w most Amazon kindle stores;
w the major global epub stores, Apple, Google, Kobo, Casa del Libro and Redshelf;
w 56 other significant e-book stores in 26 countries;
w many cloud/app/subscription services.
Links to known retail stores listing Further Exploits of Sherlock Holmes are at:
Http://bit.ly/28Wz1kK or www.sparklingbooks.com
Titles are also available from major e-book libraries.
Commenting on direct links, publisher Anna Alessi said: “By providing direct links to titles at
retail stores, we are making it easier for expatriates, English speakers and English learners
around the world to find quality reading. If a favourite store does not list a title, consumers
with epub e-readers can easily find an alternative store. Sherlock Holmes stories are well-loved
and both authors have established reputations, so our initiative will help the public choose
books to read.”
About Sparkling Books
Sparkling Books publishes titles written to a high quality in both fiction and non-fiction. The
company also represents some independent authors for translation rights. More information at
www.sparklingbooks.com
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